
Right of Spring 
 
The medium that I employ, polyester resin, is a bi-product of the processing of crude oil 
to fuel internal combustion engines. It was invented in wartime England in the early 
1940’s. In its semi-rigid form it is combined with glass fibers much like rebar is added to 
concrete but with a much better flexibility plus weight-to-strength ratio. Its generic name 
is fiberglass. By the early1950’s it was widely available to the public. Before I was old 
enough to obtain a driver’s license, I hung in awe on the outer edge of a group of guys 
who used polyester to construct the shell of a long cigar-shaped pinstriped candy-purple 
dragster powered by a Chrysler hemi. When they could get the motor to run it spit flames 
amidst a mighty roar. That car never won a race but it looked good! 
 
Polyester is a very permanent medium. It can withstand contemporary corrosive elements 
such as the acid rains that are dissolving the Acropolis. It is relatively inexpensive and 
because it can be worked in various degrees of viscosity from liquid to a solid at room 
temperature it requires little capital outlay for tools and facilities. That makes it ideal for 
the limited-production objects like designer chairs, sports car bodies or yachts. Of course 
unforeseen problems can arise such as when the English car company Reliant tried to 
market small three wheeled fiberglass vehicles in rural Anatolia and their bodies were 
munched on by the burros three wheelers were meant to replace. 
 
I do need a well-ventilated studio and wear a respirator during the brief curing stage 
when the medium emits fumes, predominantly the stench of styrene a non-toxic irritant. 
Once the gases are dispersed they are of no environmental significance. In a couple of 
decades of art production I wouldn’t consume the amount of polyester used in the hull of 
a medium sized Coal Harbor motor-yacht, that is before it leaves the dock to burn 
massive amounts of crude//petrol spewing a rooster-tail of Co2. Those Tupperware mine-
is-bigger-than-yours corporate toys will soon become stationary offices or cells. In reality 
I have hardly ever seen one move. Last summer, I did see Jimmy Paterson’s monster 
churn up the Gulf of Georgia, apparently with Oprah on board. 
 
As a non-ephemeral art medium polyester with UV filter additives is colorfast. It does not 
require the built infrastructure and energy costs of a climate-controlled environment. A 
recycling program for glass-fiber re-enforced polyester is in the initial stages. I have a 
pile of mistakes inertly waiting. In terms of energy efficiency from its bi-product 
beginnings to its impervious longevity polyester is all right with spring.  
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